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Campus prepares for black history
Jayme Klein
staff writer

February is Black History Month.
It’s a month to remember key figures in Black history such as Harriet Tubman,
Martin Luther King Jr., Jackie Robinson and now, President Barack Obama.
This February, America
not only celebrates past history, but gets to be part of
history.

“It is an historic event.
We have a diverse campus
which likes to embrace new
things and participate in new
things,” Kevin Knase, Atwood After Dark coordinator said.
Black History Month is
celebrated on campus with
an array of activities.
“We have something for
everyone. It is important for
the community to be part of
this. We should all be part
of our history in one way or

FOR MORE INFORMATION
About events celebrating Black History Month visit the
SCSU event calender at www.stcloudstate.edu/events/.

another,” Shahzad Ahmad,
director of Multicultural Student Services (MSS) said.
All of the events, except
Ebony Night, are free to
SCSU students and the public.

The Diversity Job Fair
Prep Party will be held from
1 p.m. to 4 p.m. today in the
Voyageurs Room in Atwood
Center. This new event will
help students get prepared
for the Diversity Job Fair.

“Employers don’t think
students are well prepared
for the job fairs,” Andrew
Ditlevson, associate director of SCSU Career Services
said. The event will consist
of four stations to better prepare students for the fair.
In the first station, students who bring their resume
can have it critiqued by an
employer and receive helpful feedback. Students who
don’t have a resume can take
a short quiz that will help

State colleges and
universities figure
out how to combat the
largest state deficit
MN has faced

Staff Report

Jack Hennes
Asst. News Editor
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Oertelt’s
story to
become
movie

MnSCU
suffers
budget
cuts

Minnesota is experiencing the largest state deficit in
the history of its existence at
about $5 billion and counting.
As Governor Tim Pawlenty unveiled his state budget
plan Tuesday, the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities (MnSCU) Board of
Trustees weighed its options
to combat this deficit.
Upon request by the MnSCU system, each institution must cut their operating
budgets by 10 percent for the
current fiscal year.
The largest university in
the system, SCSU must cut
its operating budget by $1.6
million during the 2009 fiscal
year.
To reduce the institution
operating budgets by 10 percent, the MnSCU Board of
Trustees has suggested a series of options. Included in
these options are a 15 percent
reduction of staff, a 10 percent reduction of faculty or a
16 percent tuition hike for the
2009-2010 academic year.
As an extreme example,
MnSCU claims the budget
cuts can be absorbed by closing one of the largest universities and largest colleges in
the system.
Steven Ludwig, vice
president of Administrative
Affairs and the authority of
budget planning at SCSU,
stresses the scenarios proposed by MnSCU are meant
as a guide.
“These figures are just for
perspective. The tuition hikes
would happen if we only increased tuition,” Ludwig said,
“and don’t worry. Nobody’s
going to close down SCSU.”
Ludwig also said SCSU
faculty will not be in danger
of losing their jobs.
“We’ve just begun searching for faculty for next year.
We’re not considering the
reduction of force other than
a different recruitment process.”
But where will the cuts
be? Ludwig said

them create a resume.
The second station will
allow students to pick an
employer at the event and research their organization.
The third station will
teach students how to properly introduce themselves to
an employer. Students can
practice this skill and receive
feedback.
The fourth station will

Jakob gilk/visuals editor

John Otte, a second year student at SCSU, climbed into a snow-fort that Outdoor Endeavors made near the
Atwood mall. Outdoor Endeavors is one of many SCSU organizations hosting winter events.

Cold despite climate change
Nicole Gillespie
staff writer
With record-low temperatures, Minnesotans had to
dress extra warm these past
few weeks, creating the impression that global warming
is a myth or at the very least,
someone else’s problem.
According to Eileen
Claussen, president of the
Pew Center on Global Climate Change, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change is in agreement that

“human-induced
global
warming is causing physical and biological impacts
worldwide.”
Some of these changes
include the loss of Arctic sea
ice and the severe melting of
the polar ice caps. This loss
of ice is said to be one cause
of badly disrupted weather
patterns including storms
that could drastically affect
life in Britain.
Other negative affects of
this melting are the threats
faced by polar bears and

seals who use the ice for
hunting and habitat.
Other changes include the
loss of wetlands, forests, and
prairies. Julian Scaff, an ecological artist, designer and
writer said “the biodiversity
of the entire planet has decreased by 20 percent in the
oceans and 15 percent on the
land,” in his article, “Living
in the Sixth Extinction.”
Populations in the Midwest are at risk of heat waves
that caused approximately
8,015 deaths between the

years of 1979 and 1999. This
is mostly due to the fact that
people in the Midwest are
not as used to dramatic heats
as those populations in the
south and thus do not always
understand the dangers that
accompany such climate
changes.
Human overpopulation
and overconsumption are
said to be two of the main
causes of global warming.
Cutting down forests faster

•See Climate change/ Page 5

Women’s art embraced
Megan Junkermeier
staff writer

The Women Artists Exhibition featured female SCSU
student artists last Wednesday in the Women’s Center.
The open house was held
in celebration of women’s
artistic abilities.
Sparkling juice and treats
were offered as a compliment to the featured art, giving the open house a sophisticated feel.
The artists who provided
artwork for the show were
Chalyn Day, Emily Gren-

dahl, Jodi Ligeros, Kala
Jensen, Katie Brummond,
Mollie Christianson, Raina
Wirta and Sarah Stresser.
A total of 25 pieces of
artwork, marked at various
prices, decorated the Women’s Center walls.
All proceeds went to the
artists. As people strolled
around, many were discussing which pieces were
appealing and which they
should purchase. The artwork displayed images such
as the woman’s body and
face, gardens, flowers and
mixed media.
The director of the

Women’s Center, Jane Olsen, assisted in ushering the
event. “Emily Grendahl was
a Women’s Center volunteer and it was nice to see
her work here,” Olsen said.
Grendahl had three pieces
displayed at the Women’s
Center.
Christianson’s artwork
varied from “The Perfect
Woman,” a black outline of a
woman with green and pink
decorative aspects and colored flowers. “Women artists
was the theme,” she said. “I
only did one [piece] for the
exhibition specifically, and
I picked some of my flower

pieces.”
Day’s mixed media collage pieces were filled with
symbols that stirred curiosity as to their intended depth.
One of her pieces, titled “My
Kitchen Table” included
words snipped from magazines winding around the
kitchen table that read, ‘If
you are bored when your
alone it is you’re own fault.’
The misuse of “your and
you’re” was a slight symbol
of disarray in the piece, as
the magazine cutouts of people in it were disorderly.

•See Women’s art/ Page 3

Students react to inauguration 30 years of trivia from KVSC
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International
students express
their opinions
of President
Obama and his
impact on Black
History Month.
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KVSC, St.
Cloud’s college
radio station,
celebrates three
decades of their
trivia weekend.

The production company Launch Flix announced
Monday that it finalized an
agreement to make a film
based on Holocaust survivor
Henry Oertelt’s life.
Oertelt is the author of
“An Unbroken Chain, My
Journey through the Nazi
Holocaust.”
Oertelt’s book explores
18 crucial links and the chain
of events that kept him alive
and conclusively led to his
freedom.
At 88, Oertelt is a recipient of two honorary doctorate degrees from SCSU and
Southwest Minnesota State
University. He recorded his
book on podcasts which can
be found on the Web site
of the SCSU radio station,
KVSC-FM.
He has spent the last 40
years speaking to colleges,
high schools and giving
public presentations sharing
his message of strength and
hope.
Oertelt was born of Jewish faith in Berlin. He was
12 when Hitler came into
power in 1933. At the age
of 14, Oertelt’s mother was
fired from work. Two days
later he was dismissed from
school.
His story begins as an
adolescent, unaware of what
is going on, and more importantly, why.
On Nov. 9, 1938, Oertelt,
his mother, and his brother
witnessed first-hand the devastation of Kristallnacht’s
‘Crystal Night,’ the name
given to the night in which
Hitler unleashed troops for
desolation.
Jewish store windows
were broken, Jewish houses
and apartments were destroyed and synagogues were
demolished and set on fire.
Hitler began rounding up
the first 30,000 Jews, which
ultimately would become six
million and transported them
to concentration camps.
Oertelt never saw his
mother again after being
separated, but miraculously
found his brother after the
war.
Oertelt tells his story with
no hatred toward Germans,
only toward what they did.
Starting his story through
the mind of an innocent child
to a liberated adult, Oertelt
re-captures a time in hopes

•See Oertelt’s story/ Page 3

Witt continues family legacy
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SCSU
Sophomore
guard Taylor
Witt excels in
athletics like
his brothers
and father.
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Local

Police raid southside residence
ST. CLOUD, Minn. –– Two southside residents were arrested and taken
to Strearns County Jail Tuesday after police executed a search warrant for
1420 Sixth Ave. S.
According to Sgt. Joe Kraayenbrink, police entered the home at 7:10 a.m.
Tuesday and discovered 49.7 grams of marijuana, a .40-caliber handgun,
and drug paraphernalia. Police said Richard Earl Lockerby, 27, could face
charges of being a felon in possession of a firearm, possession of marijuana,
and possession of drug paraphernalia. According to police, Ashley Amundson, 19, could face a charge of possession of drug paraphernalia.
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Celestica to close Arden Hills plant

Staff

ARDEN HILLS, Minn. –– Toronto-based Celestica Inc. will close its
Arden Hills circuit board assembly plant, a decision that will eliminate 590
jobs.
The company will terminate 440 full-time and 150 contract jobs at its
Arden Hills facility by November 2009. Celestica will not offer its Arden
Hills employees opportunities within the company. The facility was brought
under speculation in 2005 after several Celestica employees claimed the
company violated their religious freedom by only allowing prayer during
work breaks.

4
1

Nation

Lynyrd Skynyrd keyboardist dies

ORANGE PARK, Fla. –– Lynyrd Skynyrd keyboard player Billy Powell
died in his suburban Jacksonville home Wednesday due to heart complications. Rescue crews responded to Powell after he said he was having difficulty breathing.
Orange Park Police Lt. Mark Cornett said Powell was pronounced dead
after about an hour of CPR. Powell had a history of heart complications
leading up to his death and missed a cardiac evaluation with his doctor on
Tuesday. He was 56 years old. His legendary music group was formed in
1966 and mockingly named the band after their physical education teacher.
Powell survived the tragic 1977 plane crash that killed six passengers.

World

3

U.S. deaths in Iraq reach 4,236
WASHINGTON, D.C. –– According to an Associated Press count, 4,236
members of the U.S. military had perished in Iraq as of Wednesday, Jan. 28,
2009. The figures also include eight deaths of military citizens since conflict
began in March 2003. According to the military’s numbers, at least 3,406 personnel died as a result of hostile action. Death figures for coalition forces were
also released. The British military recorded 178 deaths; Italy, 33; Ukraine, 18;
Poland, 21; Bulgaria, 13; Spain, 11; and thirteen other nations recording less
than ten deaths each.

1. (1/26/09) Stuck elevator, Brown Hall
2. (1/26/09) Drug confiscation (marijuana), Stearns Hall
3. (1/27/09) Motor vehicle accident, K-Lot
4. (1/27/09) Theft (personal laptop), Stewart Hall
5. (1/27/09) Sex offense (indecent exposure), Miller Center

Weird news

Chronicle Online Poll

Reminder service warns of PMS

MELBOURNE, Australia –– Over 100,000 men sick of their wives’
or girlfriends’ pre-menstrual syndrome (PMS) will know when the crisis will begin through an online PMS reminder service. PMSBuddy.com
was created to inform men of their significant others’ menstrual status by
sending reminders like “She’s on yellow - tread carefully, fella” as well
as tips for how men can mitigate the damage. The online service also
advises to never ask if a woman has PMS.

Do you feel safe on campus at night?
aYes
aNo

Vote at www.universitychronicle.com

This day in history
Interesting events from the past

–– 1574 Admiral Boisot defeats the Spanish fleet at the sea
Battle of Reimerswaal
–– 1845 Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Raven” is published in 		
New York City
–– 1863 Over 250 Shoshoni Indians are slain at the Bear
River Massacre
–– 1919 US Secretary of State proclaims the 18th 			
Amendment, ordaining prohibition
–– 1963 Poet Robert Lee Frost dies at 88 years old
–– 1996 “Cats” becomes Broadway’s longest running 		
musical
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Is the spring semester going by faster than
usual?
aYes				
aNo				
aIt’s about average		
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Continued from Page 1

Day was also the only artist to have a woodcut piece
on rice paper and a femaletargeted T-shirt, which she
designed.
Raina Wirta’s artwork
was focused on dark shades
of watercolor on paper, and
offered a different perspective as opposed to many of
the colorful pieces.
“Some of the pieces were
controversial and it was debated whether we should put
them up or not, but I said,
‘Nope, we’re putting them
all up,’” Olsen said.
The controversial pieces
she was referring to included
images some would consider
graphic, such as body parts
or nudity.
The Women’s Center determined that the possible of-

fensiveness of the pieces was
discrete to a certain extent
and decided to display the
artwork.
Sneh Kalia, a professor
in the physics department
was interested in the pieces
that focused on women’s
faces and hands.
“It’s very good to have
these female artists,” Kalia
said. “I liked [the paintings]
of women in other forms.”
“I thought it was very
cool and not enough people
go to the Women’s center,
so it was good that we got
people to go,” Christianson
said.
For more information
about upcoming events at the
Women’s Center, call 320308-4958.

Budget cuts
Continued from Page 1

the situation is uncertain
at this point. “We don’t know
exactly where the budget cuts
will occur,” Ludwig said.
“We’ve got a series of possible scenarios.” In fact, SCSU
President Earl Potter sent an
e-mail to all SCSU faculty
and staff on Jan. 20 regarding
where the university could cut
costs. According to the e-mail,
several minor possibilities are
under consideration.
A reduction in utility costs,
promotional items and food
for campus events are possible, but the majority of budget

cuts may occur by recognizing summer school revenue
and the closure of the Kathio
Park initiative with the Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources.
Potter encouraged the
community to leave input on
the budget planning Web site
before the SCSU budget plan
must be submitted to the office
of the chancellor by Feb. 17.
While SCSU reels to figure out where the 2009 fiscal
year cuts will occur, the looming 2010 fiscal year is set to
begin in July of this year. And

FAST FACTS

*Minnesota is experiencing the largest state deficit in
the history of its existence at about $5 billion and counting.

*In the MnSCU system, each institution must cut its
operating budgets by 10 percent for the current fiscal
year.

Jakob gilk/visuals editor

Shaura Bista, a first year student at SCSU, admired the artists work in the Women’s Center Monday afternoon.

the unallotment for the 2010
fiscal year is expected to be
much higher.
“Right now as a guide,
we’re planning around a $5.5
million reduction in operating
costs per year,” Ludwig said.
In other words, 10 percent
of SCSU’s base allocation is
planned to be lost every biennium. SCSU boasts the highest allocation in the MnSCU
system at about $55 million.
Following close behind is
Minnesota State UniversityMankato at about $52 million
and Minnesota State University-Moorhead at about $30
million.
“The larger the institution,
the larger economy of scale.
Therefore, the state appropriation is somewhat less,” Ludwig said.
But the campus community need not worry about the
progression of SCSU. The
campus master plan and the
proposed ISELF building will
not be affected by the budget
cuts.
Ludwig said, “Things
like buildings and campus
improvements are funded
through the general budget,
not the operating budget.”

Oertelt’s story
Continued from Page 1
that it never be repeated,
and never be forgotten.
An Unbroken Chain has
been chosen by ABA Bookselling This Week as a Kids’
Pick of the Lists for Fall
2000.
Oertelt is a member of
the Jewish Community Relations Council’s (JCRC)
Holocaust Education Commission, received JCRC’s
“Volunteer of the Year”
award, and is a recipient of
the distinguished “Eleven
Who Care” honor from
KARE 11-TV in Minnesota.
On April 23, 2006, St.
Paul, Minn. honored him
with the key to the city and
proclaimed it to be “Henry
A. Oertelt Day.”
Lerner Publishing Group
is based in Minneapolis, and
is one of the country’s largest independently owned
children’s book publishers.

Lerner Publishing Group
offers both fiction and nonfiction books for children
K-12.
Teaming with Lerner
Publishing Group is Launch
Flix, an award-winning production company with offices in both Phoenix and Los
Angeles.
Launch flix designs and

produces original content,
including films, shorts, and
web videos. Its productions
aim to inform, entertain and
educate diverse audiences.
The company concentrates on ‘green’ productions, Internet marketing,
and profitability to giving its
partners the highest investment returns. Launch Flix
is a member of the Independent Feature Project national
organization.
A release date has not
been made yet for the movie. More information on
the book, movie and Henry
Oertelt can be found at www.
launchflix.com.

FAST FACTS
*At the age of 88, Oertelt is a recipient of two honorary
doctorate degrees from SCSU and Southwest Minnesota State University.
*An Unbroken Chain was chosen by ABA Bookselling
This Week as a Kids’ Pick of the Lists Fall 2000.
*More information on the book, movie and Henry
Oertelt can be found at www.launchflix.com.
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Reactions to Obama’s first week
Newspapers all over the
globe, in every printable language, had the president’s
name printed on their front
pages.
Headlines in the newspapers ranged from “Hope over
Fear” to “So Help Me God”
and excerpts from his now famous inaugural speech, when
he said America is a friend of
every nation that seeks peace
and dignity.
T-shirts with Obama’s face
and the word HOPE printed
on them have been selling like
hotcakes everywhere, from the
side stores in New York to remote parts of Africa.
Even Fidel Castro, former
president of Cuba, said he
watched the inaugural address
and has praised Obama for his
honest and noble intentions.
The international community of SCSU was also excited
by the candidacy of Obama
and the newness of the politics
offered by him ever since he
won the primary caucuses in
January.
The inauguration celebra-

tion that was held in Atwood
Memorial Center attracted a
good number of international
students.
Neil Anant Pachmatia, a
graduate student from Kenya,
said he felt a great sense of
pride knowing that the father
of Obama originated from Kenya.
Pachmatia comes from the
city of Kisumu, which is only
an hour drive from the village
of Kogelo, the hometown of
Obama’s father.
The primary and the secondary schools of the village
were built on the land donated
by the father of Obama and
were named after him.
In 2006, the schools were
renamed Senator Obama Kogelo School when he paid a visit
to Kenya as a U.S. senator.
Pachmatia said he is looking forward to the day when
Obama will visit Kenya as
the president of United States
of America. He hopes Obama
continues and expands the
work on HIV awareness and
the street children program in

Africa.
Habeb Al-Kamel, from Yemen, who came to the U.S. in
the first week of January, said
he felt lucky he was in United
States to watch the historic
moment.
He said Obama’s candidacy has generated interest in
American politics and people
back home in Yemen were following the American elections
with some curiosity.
Azjargal Yondon from
Mongolia, majoring in marketing and management, said he
followed the campaign very
closely and claims to be a big
fan of Obama. “He is very
unique,” Yondon said.
He said Obama has inspired
millions of people by his message of hope all over the world
and will change the relationship, for better, between his
country and United States.
Obama seems to be riding a
wave of goodwill from people
all across the globe as he prepares to lead the United States
from the Oval Office.

History month

subject, Dr. Adams, will be
present after the film for discussion.
Wednesday, Feb 10, and
Feb. 18, will feature the Black
History Trivia Contest. Both
contests will be held from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Atwood
Main Lobby and will test Black
History knowledge.
Atwood After Dark is
scheduled for 9 p.m. Friday,
Feb. 13, in Atwood Center
and will be featuring a cultural
night. “It will provide activities
from different cultural organizations around campus,” Knase
said. The activities can range
from dressing in native clothing
to games and songs. The film
“Transporter 3” will also be
shown during this time.
The MSS Community Luncheon is scheduled for 11 a.m.
Tuesday, Feb. 17, at 11 a.m. at
Garvey Commons.
A Walk Through History
will be in the Mississippi Room
at Atwood Center on Tuesday, Feb. 24, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. This event, put on by
CAAS, will let participants
walk through African American history from slavery to the
present.
The Big XII Conference
of Black Student Government

will be held at the University
of Kansas the weekend of Feb.
26.
Angela Davis, civil rights
activist, will be speaking at 7
p.m. Wednesday, March 4 in the
Ritsche Auditorium to close the
month’s celebrations.
All students are encouraged
to attend events celebrating
Black History Month. “If you
don’t look back and reflect, it
is impossible to move forward,”
Ahmad said.
MSS takes the lead every
year to put programs together
for Black History Month in collaboration with other organizations on campus.
Many student organizations
come together to plan the costly
events.
The programming is cosponsored by Academic Affairs,
Career Services, Center for Student Organizations and Leadership Development, Council of
African American Students,
SCSU Cultural Diversity Committee, GLBT Services, Multicultural Student Services, Outdoor Endeavors, Residence Hall
Association, Student Finance
Committee, Students in Free
Enterprise, University Program
Board, SCSU Women’s Center
and Women Studies Program.

Mohammed Hatim
staff writer
Images of Barack Obama
being sworn-in as the 44th
president of the United States
were being watched not just by
the American citizens who participated in the elections, but
by people of every demographic from around the world.
Amid the ongoing economic recession and record trade
and budget deficits, the U.S. is
still considered by many to be
the most important country in
the world and remains the lone
superpower.
The inauguration ceremony of the president generated
enormous interest among the
American electorate, but the
sworn-in ceremony of Obama
seems to have caught the attention of the world.
In his own words, from
“the grandest capitals to the
small villages,” everyone was
watching the then Senator
Obama as he took the oath of
the Presidential office.

Continued from Page 1
feature appropriate business
attire. Macy’s from St. Cloud is
scheduled to attend. Macy’s is
providing certified consultants
to demonstrate examples of
business attire and give makeup tips. Men will also be taught
how to properly tie a tie.
There will be free gifts
such as cologne, make-up and
resume paper for students who
complete all four stations.
Black and Brown Faces In
America’s Wild Places will take
place at 2 p.m. Thursday in the
Atwood Theatre. This will feature Dudley Edmondson, nature and wildlife photographer
and author, speaking on his
discoveries of ethnicity in the
outdoors.
The Diversity Job Fair
will be held from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 4, in
the Atwood Ballroom. About
35 employers are expected to
come, including Sam’s Club,

Target and General Mills. This
is an opportunity for students
to make face-to-face contact
with future employers. According to Ditlevson, 25 percent of
students who attended job fairs
last year received job offers.
Ebony Night is scheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 7, at 6 p.m.
in the Atwood Ballroom. This
event is put on by the Council
of African America Students
(CAAS). Tickets for this event
will range from $5-$10. Students can receive a reduced
ticket price with an SCSU ID.
The “Breaking Barriers, Making Changes” themed night will
include traditional soul food
and entertainment.
Monday, Feb. 9, will feature the truthful video, “I’m
Not Black, I’m Coloured: Identity Crisis at the Cape of Good
Hope” at 7 p.m. in the Miller
Center Auditorium. Filmmaker
Kiersten Chace and the film’s

University Chronicle Thursday, Jan. 29, 2009
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International relations program revised
contemporary the program
is,” Nyendu said.
“We added some new
courses that had been somewhat marginalized in the field
for a while but have returned
since 9/11 with a vengeance,”
Greaves said.
These types of courses focus on international security
and terrorism. Greaves said
it was also very important
to have more courses focusing on different parts of the
world.
For this reason, Nyendu
designed courses in international organizations and African politics.
“We’ve also brought in a
Middle Eastern specialist,”
Greaves said.
Greaves said the second
goal of the new program is to
better prepare students to go
to graduate school or go directly into the job market.
“I think the courses we
intend to offer here are a very
good background for anybody who wants to go to law
school,” Nyendu said.
Other possible career areas include working for international organizations, intelligence organizations and
non-governmental organizations.
Greaves said that most
people who work for nongovernmental organizations
are concerned with social
work and international development.
“The more specialization
you can get in IR beyond a

bachelor’s degree, the better
prepared you are for the job
market,” Greaves said.
SCSU does not offer a
master’s program for international relations and Greaves
said he hopes to be able to
developed areas of emphasis
in the future but the program
is too small at this point.
The new IR major requires 40 credits in that area
of study along with the SCSU
core requirement classes and
electives. A minimum of
120 credits total is needed to
graduate from SCSU.
The requirements of the
IR major are close to the requirements for a political science major, which had many
students asking questions
about majoring in both areas.
Two semesters of a single
second language are also
needed to major in IR.
Vice president for international studies Ann Radwan
said she thinks that students
majoring in IR should also be
highly encouraged to study
abroad.
“The language thing is
great because what I’m trying
to develop are some thematic
approaches to study abroad,”
Radwan said.
Greaves said he would
like to further discuss study
abroad opportunities for the
new IR majors and minors
because he said he believes
it is a very important experience for anyone who wants to
study international relations.

Climate change

land is turning into wasteland while destroying other
species’ habitats in the process.
Kirby Anderson, associate professor of environmental and technological
studies at SCSU said he is
“surprised at the lack of attention to such an important
issue in the media,” and that
“people are so concerned

Emily Peterson
staff writer
Students came to ask
questions and discuss SCSU’s new international relations (IR) major and minor
program at an open house for
the program Wednesday afternoon.
“The old IR major became Global Studies, which
is kind of a multi-disciplinary
major,” IR program director
Ed Greaves said.
“What we tried to do was
have an international relations
program that was grounded
in kind of methodology and
ideas and the concepts of political science.”
“We’re talking about interactions in the global community. We’re talking about
relationships between state
and non-state partners and
the whole process is what we
define as international relations,” professor Morgan Nyendu said.
Greaves and Nyendu
worked on developing the
new major program for about
two years. They looked at
other colleges and universities that offer IR programs to
help design the IR program
now at SCSU.
Greaves said one of the
goals in designing the new
program was to update it into
an area of study that would be
more “reflective to contemporary reality.”
“We also expect to do
regular reviews to see how

Continued from Page 1

than they can restore
themselves releases carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases causing a rise in
global temperatures, along

with the increasing populations’ demand for water
food, and goods.
By over farming and
overgrazing,
once-fertile

Emily Peterson/staff Photographer

Morgan Nyendu answered questions for a student Wednesday about the new
international relations program at SCSU.

with the economic status
right now to even notice
the negative environmental
changes going on around
them.”
SCSU students seem to
have mixed feelings about
the topic of global warming
and whether or not it is an
issue.
“I think that it exists. I
see information about the

polar ice caps melting and
endangering polar bears
on television all the time,”
said Liz Reedy, a junior at
SCSU.
Emily Carroll, another
junior at SCSU, said, “Well,
I used to think so until the
extremely cold weather lately.”
SCSU senior, Cameron
Jones, said, “The CFCs are

probably doing something to
the ozone, but it’s not nearly as bad as people think. I
honestly believe that global
warming is a joke.”
Whatever the opinions
are about the subject, the
research has shown that climate change exists.
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Study proves CO2
effects irreversible

We can all quit
may I remind you,
Andy
worrying
about
the woman who
Downs
that whole global
said the quote
warming babble
above is among the
finally.
entire world’s top
climate scientists.
Whew, just in
She studies this
time too. I was bestuff for a living
ginning to work up
and went through
a sweat debating
many years of
the whole climate
school for it. She
change thing with
people.
Opinions Editor knows things they
don’t teach you in
I say that we
your GED equivacan quit worrying about it now not be- lent classes.
So what does all of this
cause we’ve found the cure
for Earth’s fever or because mean?
For one, global warming
the auto companies finally
released that super top-se- is real for those of you who
cret electric car they’ve had have a hard time understanding real life.
tucked away for decades.
Also, Solomon says, if we
No, folks. We haven’t
fixed the problem by any continue at the same pace for
means. It’s been discovered even a couple more decades,
that the effects of global emissions could be enough to
warming are irreversible. We create permanent dust-bowl
conditions in the U.S. Southcan’t win.
Nature fooled us once west and the Mediterranean.
I don’t think those areas
again. Our little human heads
don’t have the technology or want to get any more dustthe money to get us out of bowlish than they already
are.
this one. Not this time.
Plus you have to deal
A new study, authored by
one of the nation’s top cli- with the sea level rise that
mate scientists, Susan Solo- won’t come as quickly, but
mon, says in a nutshell, we’re will come nonetheless. Then
you have coastal cities like
screwed.
The study found that the say, New York City, San
old, fool-proof method of Francisco, New Orleans and
simply cutting back on emis- that little place with over 12
sions might work for some million people, Tokyo—all
of those pesky greenhouse becoming their own versions
gases like nitrous oxide and of a modern-day Atlantis.
Don’t care about those
methane, but not for the one
that really matters: carbon cities because you don’t live
there? I know you senseless
dioxide.
No, that persistent little sorts are out there. Well if you
CO2 molecule—you know, don’t care, think of where all
the one all the right-wingers those people will have to go
and ignorant fools alike were when all of their homeland
in disbelief over—will not is underwater? Your comquit making this planet mis- fortable suburban split-level
neighborhood might get a bit
erable.
“Being green” just won’t crowded.
Solomon says that even
cut it, so you might as well
all start throwing your recy- though the prognosis is grim,
clables in the trash and start we can’t give up now.
“I guess if it’s irreversbuying SUVs again. That 20
to 100 years of environmen- ible, to me it seems all the
tal frugality we all thought more reason you might want
we had coming in order to to do something about it,”
save the planet is nothing she says. “Because committing to something that you
more than a fantasy now.
It’s going to take longer can’t back out of seems to me
like a step that you’d want
than that.
“It’s essentially an ir- to take even more carefully
reversible change that will than something you thought
last for more than a thousand you could reverse.”
I understand that satire is
years,” Solomon said.
And for the surprising hard to handle for some, so
amount of you out there who let me make this clear: Don’t
are so-called “doubters” and listen to me or your friends,
still somehow think global listen to the climate scienwarming is purely fictional, tists.

Quote of the Day:

“A

nyone who trades liberty for security deserves neither
liberty nor security.”
Benjamin Franklin
Jack-of-all-trades

Radio station repetition of
classic hits causes insanity
Do you enjoy listening to
the same four Led Zeppelin
songs every day on three different radio stations?
Me neither.
That is why I personally
set my radio on fire a few
years ago; I became ill with
Dinosaur Rock Flu (DRF)
and it was the only known
cure at the time.
In my youth, classic rock
introduced me to a world of
music that I felt stood the
test of time. Then I made
the shift from albums to the
radio when I got a job working at a local Subway, where
I started feeling ominous
symptoms.
First came the sour stomach after listening to Jimi
Hendrix’s “Fire” four times
a day. The Power Loon radio
station must have felt people
just had to hear this song
about once every other hour
in a single day.
Since I owned every Hendrix album, I began wondering why, out of the three studio albums by Hendrix, did
this radio station chose this
one song to play.

Paul Crawford
Opinions Editor

Andy Downs
Opinions Editor

Literary legend Updike
remembered for craft

The editorial board would like to take the time
this issue in remembering a great American author
who passed away earlier this week.
John Updike, 76, died of lung cancer Tuesday,
leaving behind a brilliant legacy of creative writing
and a huge library of published work.
Updike will be most remembered for his 1960
novel “Rabbit, Run” the continued “Rabbit” series
that won handfuls of awards, including a Pulitzer
Prize for each: “Rabbit is Rich” in 1982 and “Rabbit at Rest” in 1991.
He will forever be remembered as one of
America’s great literary influences and a most prolific, dedicated writer, publishing over 25 novels
and a dozen short story collections over his long,
accomplished career.
Updike was also special in that he didn’t simply accelerate in one specific area of the writing
craft, but rather crossed boundaries, having work
published in the fiction, poetry, essay, and memoir
genres.
The author was careful and specific with his
words, always seeming to find the perfect way to
construct a sentence, a paragraph, a chapter, an
entire story.
He will forever be missed but his legacy and
influence in literature and life in general will live
on.
Thank you for all of your words, Mr. Updike.
The rabbit is finally at rest.

Intermission Editor

Did the DJs suffer from
some short-term memory attacking illness?
Soon, after hearing the
radio destroy my love for
The Beatles, Pink Floyd,
Eric Clapton, Hendrix, Zeppelin and every other band
from the 1960s and ‘70s that
I enjoyed, I realized I had
fallen ill to DRF.
Other symptoms of DRF
include cringing at the opening bars of “Stairway to

A San Diego man saw his bail jump
from $250,000 to $1 million after
he smuggled a bag of his own feces
into a courtroom. The defendant
smeared his own excrement on his
lawyer’s face and flung it at jurors. None of the jurors were hit
by the fecal flinger.

Editorial Board
Joey LeMay
Managing Editor

Joe
Froemming

Heaven,” rolling one’s eyes
at the riff for “Jumping Jack
Flash,” and grunting in annoyance at the first drum
kick on Grand Funk Railroad’s “American Band.”
I have since met other
sufferers of DRF, and we
have found a cure a little less
extreme than ritualistically
setting one’s radio a blaze.
First is listening to college radio stations, which
have the freedom to play a
more diverse selection of
music.
Second is listening to
podcasts through iTunes,
which allows a variety of
choices of genres and styles
to choose from.
Finally, there is satellite
radio, which will play classic rock bands, but tends
to avoid playing the cliché
hits that infect listeners with
DRF.
These are but a few of the
many new cures for DRF and
suffers may find solace in
knowing that other options
are out there.

This really happened?!?!?!

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.

Ali Tweten
Editor

Sure, I tried to listen to
Rockin’ 101 and 93X, but
they seemed hell bent on
playing the same songs by
the same artists as the Power
Loon.

Letters to the Chronicle
Minn. U.S. Senate race
close for good reason
There’s a problem with
the article written by Tim
Stang in the Jan. 26 publication: His entire argument is
completely fallacious.
Stang argued that the U.S.
Senate election in Minnesota
should have been easy, based
on who had the longest record of being a Washington
insider.
He also suggested we
should dismiss the views of
others because of their professions.
Stang argues, “This election should have been really
easy, right? Coleman, right?
Regardless of how you feel
about the guy or his politics,
he was the only one of the
three to ever be elected to of-

fice.”
These, of course, are non
sequiturs, in fact, not only are
such arguments illogical, history has taught us much the
opposite.
Take for example, James
Buchanon, Jr. He was one of
the most accomplished people ever to be elected president of the United States,
yet one of the worst ever, as
evinced by contemporaneous
public opinion and modern
historians.
Alternatively, look at
Ronald Reagan, a champion
of the right, but who was
a lowly actor before being
elected governor and then
president.
More recently, John McCain has proven to the American public that experience is
not everything.

Indeed, I find it quite telling that Minnesotans are willing to elect the politically inexperienced Al Franken over
Norm Coleman. What do
you think it says about how
Coleman has performed over
the past six years as Bush’s
cheerleader?
Personally, I think it says
Minnesotans like the ideas
espoused by Franken, despite
his background, and that we
can no longer afford the failed
policies seen over the past six
years of Coleman’s term.
Benjamin Seghers
Third-year student
International business
major

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
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13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
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We welcome your responses to topics of current
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and year.
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Professors
need to be
considerate

In my mind, the word
“professor” is linked to the
term “professional.”
Lately
though, I’ve
heard a few
tales of SCSU
professors actAshlee ing anything
Dent
but.
One student I talked to recently sent
her professor a proposal for a
class project.
The professor rejected it
on legitimate grounds.
However, when the student e-mailed back with a
few questions about the assignment’s guidelines, the
professor accused the student of asking her to write
the proposal for her.
This is not even the worst
of it.
In her e-mail, the student
had asked for a couple suggestions of other possible
project ideas. The professor
abruptly ended her e-mail
back with, “I suggest you
drop this class!”
Instead of providing the
student with examples of
past projects, the professor
practically kicked her out of
the class.
The student’s e-mail had
been politely worded and
professionally written. The
professor’s reply consisted
of two unjust, snobbish remarks.
When this student wisely
dropped the class and added
another, her new professor
told her flat-out that he assumed she had added the
class late because she was
“lazy.”
On her first day of the
new class, the professor
called her “new kid” and
asked her a question on material the rest of the class had
been studying during previous periods.
When she didn’t know
the answer, he took away her
participation points for the
day.
Another student I know
e-mailed a professor for help
and was simply commanded
to re-read the class syllabus.
The professor then added
insult to injury by pointing
out and chastising the student for accidentally typing
“i” instead of “I” in one of
the e-mail’s sentences.
This was not an English
professor, and the e-mail was
no senior dissertation. It was
a polite note containing one
mistyped letter.
Last semester I was also
surprised when a professor
of mine curtly shrugged off
my e-mailed questions about
an assignment I had supposedly done incorrectly.
A week of being in the
dark about my “mistake”
passed before my professor
e-mailed me a single line
saying she “may have” gotten my paper mixed up with
a different one she received.
That’s it. No apology or
further explanation.
I understand that professors make mistakes and are
extremely busy.
Obviously they don’t
have time to send lengthy replies to every student with a
question. Short e-mails usually work best for both professors and students.
But there is no need for
professors to be rude to students, especially when the
students are polite to them.
That said, I would like to
thank those professors who
have shown me respect in
both electronic and face-toface communication.
My professors last semester were understanding and even caring when
I missed a few classes for
health reasons.
Others have passed on
great resources regarding my
major, and offered to write
letters of recommendation
for me.
Advisers and administrators, too, have corresponded
with me considerately over
the past three years.
These are the admirable
professionals who have
made a positive difference in
my college career.
I hope all the others can
remember that even in the
briefest of e-mails, following the golden rule is still
important.
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Ali Tweten

KVSC 88.1FM’s Trivia History
Year, Theme, Winner, and # of Teams

Editor
Trivia lovers will now have
something to do on Valentine’s
Day weekend as KVSC’s epic
XXX Trivia Weekend starts
Feb. 13.
“We’ve known for a couple
of years that this year’s theme
would have something to do
with love, since it falls on Valentine’s Day,” said KVSC station
manager Jo McMullen-Boyer.
The 50-hour nonstop campus trivia game is in its 30th
year at SCSU and starts at 5
p.m. that Friday, and lasts until
Sunday evening.
Trivia Weekend is an annual game broadcast on SCSU’s
campus radio and television stations, KVSC and UTVS, and
on the Internet over the entire
weekend, in which teams compete to see who can answer the
most trivia questions correctly.
About 450 questions will
be asked over the course of the
weekend, and teams must do
whatever they can to get the answers and phone them in to the
trivia hotline.
There are two firsts for this
year’s game. The scoring system is going paperless, and the
game will be simultaneously
broadcast to southern Minnesota through KMSU, a radio
station in Mankato, and KMSK
in Austin.
Whereas all the score calculations used to be done by hand,
volunteers will now be on computers.
The phone banks are moving upstairs in Stewart Hall
to the computer labs, so those
answering the phones will be
able to keep track of the scores
online.
People at the St. Cloud
Technical College designed the
new score-keeping program.
Teams start studying and researching as soon as the theme
is announced each summer,
McMullen-Boyer said. “But it’s
not what you know, it’s how you
find the answers,” she said.
Teams need to use sources
other than the Internet to be
successful. Because of changing technology, question writers have had to change the way
they write questions, according
to veteran question writer Chad

Thursday
Jan. 29, 2009

photo courtesy of kvsc

For hours, volunteers work the phones for trivia weekend. This year they will be
using computers instead of pen and paper to keep score.
Schmitz.
“I like original questions,”
Schmitz said. “Not something
that you can find easily online.”
Writers have to Googleproof their questions now so the
questions are not too easy. They
try to make a lot of the questions more difficult to find that
just typing the question into a
search engine.
“When the Internet first
came, people used it as a
crutch,” Schmitz said. “We’ve
had to adapt questions because
of it. We used to ask questions
about lyrics, but now every lyric
is online.”
Internet sources are now
secondary, and writers spend a
lot of time finding answers in
books or talking to first-person
sources.
Although writers have
changed the way they write
questions, teams are resilient,
McMullen-Boyer said.
Some have “secret search
engines” that they think no one
else knows about. Others pirate
information from other teams’
Web sites.
“We did call out a team last
year for finding the answers on
Wikipedia and then changing
them,” McMullen-Boyer said.
“They got shunned at the awards
ceremony. They were booed and
hissed.”
Schmitz said WikiAnswers

is worse than Wikipedia since
people can post the exact questions from the game and others
can answer them.
The competition has become pretty stiff over the years.
About 25 of the teams are super-competitive, according to
McMullen-Boyer.
“I’ve had to call teams in the
past to tell them to cool it because of how they were talking
to volunteers,” she said.
There are all kinds of teams,
however, from the hard-core
trivia fanatics to the teams that
just want to have fun and see
how many questions they can
answer.
In order to have a team,
groups must register by 4:30
p.m. Feb. 13 and pay a registration fee of $40 per team.
“Some of the more dedicated teams would pay $100, but
we still want to make it a low
cost so it is accessible to students,” McMullen-Boyer said.
However, many teams rack
up expensive charges on their
phone bills. “Most teams put in
$200 to $500 outside of the registration fee,” McMullen-Boyer
said.
As for KVSC, Trivia Weekend cost $5,520 to put on last
year, most of the money going
to buying shirts for the teams
and winners, and to sell.
The money also goes toward

posters, advertising and paying
question writers.
“Being connected to the
community is the most important reason for Trivia Weekend,”
McMullen-Boyer said.
Trivia Weekend would not
be possible without the hundreds of volunteers, who answer
phones at all hours of the weekend, and the area sponsors.
Volunteers can enjoy free
food while they work, and this
year, they will be eating from
restaurants such as Sawatdee,
Ciatti’s, Mi Famiglia, Buffalo Wild Wings, Bo Diddley’s,
Bravo Burritos, Erbert and Gerbert’s, Red Lobster, Sodexo and
Lincoln Depot.
The question writers also
come in for the weekend in
shifts to dispute answers and
sources, which is pretty unique,
McMullen-Boyer said.
“Sometimes they have to
toss questions. They don’t like
doing that,” she said.
The night will end with an
awards ceremony at 8 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 15, in Ritsche Auditorium and a post-trivia party with
the parody-performing Shake a
Hamster Band at The Red Carpet nightclub afterward.
To register a team or volunteer, visit www.KVSC.org.

2008 Vote Trivia ’08: Pull Start Diesel 78
2007 Trivia: Around the World in 50 Hours:
Pull Start Diesel 80
2006 Trivia On the High Seas: Learned Pigs and
Fireproof Women 72
2005 TSI: Trivia Scene Investigation:
Stefan’s Dreamsicle 72
2004 Trivia Hotdish: Land of 10,000 Questions:
Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women 71
2003 Viva Las Trivia:
The Mime Radio Conspiracy 75
2002 Trivia Tube: Sigma Phi Nothing 69
2001 Night of the Living Trivia:
Animal House 69
2000 T2KAOS Trivia 2000:
Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women 58
1999 Trivia Renaissance:
Learned Pigs and Fireproof Women 50
1998 Trivia Sells Out: Those Meddlin’ Kids 57
1997 The T-Files: Animal House 48
1996 Trivia Fair: GDI 41
1995 Dial T for Trivia: GDI 41
1994 Hotel Trivia:
11 Who Care 2 Bonzai 4 Passolt 34
1993 Trivia Trek: Sigma Phi Nothing 34
1992 Magical Trivia Tour: GDI 30
1991 Triviaville: GDI 32
1990 Trivia Attack: GDI 28
1989 Trivia Blizzard: Animal House 25
1988 Mission: Trivia:
Ultra Violet Catastrophe 25
1987 Trivia Getaway: Know Nothings 20
1986 Trivia Zone: Animal House 21
1985 In Pursuit of Trivia: Gang of Four ?
1984 Trivia Olympics: Phil + the Blanks ?
1983 E.T. Trivia (Extraterrestrial Trivia):
Squaw Chasers 42
1982 Trivia Weekend: Phil + the Blanks 33
1981 “Trivia Contest”: Shoemaker Victory 26
1980 “Trivia Contest”:
6th Floor Stearns Playboys 50
Information courtesy of KVSC

Phish back on the road this summer
Ryan Brink

Event Preview
Phish: either the members did not know how to spell
“fish,” or spelled it out that way
because it looks cooler.
They rose to the music scene
in 1989, broke up in 2004, each
member toured solo for the last
five years and finally decided to
play again for a summer 2009
tour.
Maybe it was the drug trouble Trey Anastasio was getting
himself into last summer or the
flashback they kept having of
God in the sky telling them to
reunite, or simply they missed
creating a musical euphoria with
the other band mates. Whatever
it is, it’s bringing them together
again.
Who knows if they are planning on continuing the trip and
extending it to further places
and even further summers.
But before all this excitement, they sold out their reunion concerts almost instantly,
set for this March 6-8, playing
three shows at the Hampton
Coliseum in Virginia.
This buzz infested brains

photo courtesy of webshots.com

quickly, and Phish was floating
around the sea of words with
people wondering what’s next.
Just last week, after blogs
and blogs full of false tour dates,
they announced a 10-show tour,
lasting until the month of June.
Tickets for all the shows go
on sale this weekend and average around $50 a pop.
Phish began their trip in
1983, at the University of Vermont. They played extensive

shows around campus and rarely left the state.
As word of mouth slowly
spread of this bizarre yet extremely talented group of improvisational musicians they
created homemade tapes of
themselves playing to help get
recognition.
Although it took them six
years to release their first studio
album, it was finally created in
late 1989 and may have been

the best thing to come out of the
‘80s.
It was called “Junta” and
contained two discs of jam,
funk, and bluegrass music; it
was very consistent with the
sounds previous jam bands of
the 1970s had created.
With Trey Anastasio on
vocals and guitar, Mike Gordon holding down the bass, Jon
Fishman the drummer and Page
McConnell, a wonderful keyboardist.
The foursome makes so
much noise and can build up
such epic grooves that even
some 10-piece bands can not
sound that full.
At the beginning of their
time, they had a hard time getting places to book them, because owners had never heard
of them.
Then after the place would
sell out instantly, they would
usually get a second night added without being asked.
The band only made one
music video their whole career
for MTV, and got little to no radio time, but the following that
was created made them who
they are.

Just like the followers of
The Grateful Dead, Deadheads,
the band had a very similar idea:
a Phish Phamily.
Phish played show after
show, almost entirely through
the 1990s.
They headlined festivals
all summer every summer, released numerous studio albums
and even more live releases and
conquered the New Year’s Eve
concerts.
At the beginning of 2000,
they decided it was time to take
a vacation to sit back and think.
There was no new music,
no shows, and none in sight.
People thought this was the end,
even though they only said they
needed a break.
So in 2002, they came back
with a massive New Year’s Eve
concert and were back on the
road. They played festivals,
made festivals, and continued to
explode heads.
When 2004 hit, they planned
to drop the bomb.
They were to break up and
play their last show in Brooklyn, which happened to be a
very emotional show to say the
least.

Band members soaking on
stage and a depressed crowd,
it truly showed their power and
their loyal fan base.
Throughout these 20 years,
Phish became musical geniuses
and were exceptionally talented
guys.
They invented something
new, became a groovy jam center band that played music from
any genre and pleased a crowd
like none other.
They had very interactive
shows, playing chess with the
crowd and throwing balls into
the audience, playing music to
the gestures that each beach ball
would make.
After five long years of inactivity and glimpses of them
with other artists, they prove
their love and loyalty to their
steady fan base.
They are playing the last
two shows of this summer tour
at the Alpine Valley Theatre in
Wisconsin, the closest concert
to Minnesota.
So if you’re having that
flashback of a euphoric experience, enjoy it with Phish at
hand, the experts of mental, visual, and auditory stimulation.

Dead shows get new life from fan support
Dean Gorden
Television column

Staying current with a favorite television show can be a
grueling and meticulous campaign.
Dedicating time during a
busy week to your favorite halfhour time slot over the course of
a season can turn out to be quite
the commitment.
But the enjoyment of a spiraling story arc, new characters
and the twists and turns that
ultimately culminate to a triumphant finale keeps us viewers
tuning in.
And as the seasons build and
our personal investments continue to grow, we assume that
our time will be reciprocated
with a stunning conclusion or at
the very least, some closure to
our story.
But sometimes this reciprocity goes missing, as the studios
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“Firefly” was one of the canceled cult shows to
make it to the big screen
pull the plug prematurely and
leave our show, and all of our
time, cancelled and negated.
So what is there to do after a
cliffhanging finale? Your favorite character has just been found
over a dead body, a positive paternity test and a secret incrimi-

nating document.
Whichever the case, is this
how it ends? Do the viewers
have to lay to rest all the curiosity and time they’ve committed?
Not lately. In the past few
years, there have been several

fan followings who have banded together in the pursuit of reviving their cancelled television
shows.
In cult-like fashion, these
fans have inspired returning
series and silver screen adaptations in order to close the chapters of their stories.
In 2002, Fox premiered Joss
Whedon’s Sci-Fi hit “Firefly.”
After only one season, the show
was cancelled.
Having aired episodes out
of order, and leaving fans for
hiatus on numerous occasions,
its viewership made the cancellation easily justified.
But of its original fans, this
was only the beginning. After
word of “Firefly’s” cancellation, these fans, who referred
to themselves as Browncoats, a
term coined from the narrative,
began raising funds in order to
place an ad in Variety Magazine
stating “You Keep Flying, We’ll

Keep Watching.”
This led to the release of
“Firefly” on DVD in December
2006. From here, these loyal
fans began generating enough
revenue and interest for Universal Pictures to finally produce “Serenity,” the feature film
which would finally give fan
boys some resolve.
Their story can be seen
firsthand in a fan-made documentary “Done the Impossible,”
which was released in 2006.
But “Firefly” was not the
only fan triumph of revival.
Premiering in November
2003, Mitchell Hurwitz’s “Arrested Development” ran three
seasons on Fox, only to be cancelled in 2006.
Fox had yet again left what
was a critically acclaimed series, winner of six Emmy’s and
a Golden Globe, buried and unresolved.
Airing episodes opposite

of the likes of Monday Night
Football and the 2006 Winter
Olympics’ opening ceremonies
led “Arrested Development” to
receive poor TV ratings.
But after its successful DVD
releases and fan site efforts,
“Arrested Development’s” silver screen counterpart is slated
for a 2010 release, rumored to
star most of its original cast.
Currently a number of
shows, such as Rob Thomas’s
“Cupid” and “Veronica Mars,”
are also in the process of making favorable returns to the airwaves or the silver screen.
It is in these returns that the
debt of our viewership is paid. A
show’s success is ultimately in
the hands of its viewers.
When faced with cancellation, viewers must speak up. As
these fans have shown, there is
always the hope of having your
show reconciled, but not without action.
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4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919

EXCELLENT 7,6 BEDROOM
Houses Rent. Location,
Location! 3 Blocks from
Campus! Huge Bedrooms. 2
Kitchens, 2 Bathrooms, Free
Laundry, Parking, Central A/C.
Great House!! 320-492-1230

4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

BEACHWOOD 1BR. APTS.
$410-$455 heat, W/S/T
included. Nicole 251-1925

DOWNTOWN LOFT APTS.
Extensively remodeled, eff,
1br., 2br. & 4br. avail now, 6/1
&8/1. mpmproperties.net
251-1925

PRIME, PRIME LOCATION!
4,5 Bedroom Apartments
Rent! Huge Kitchens, Family
Rooms Secured Parking.
3 Blocks to Campus!!
Utiltites Paid For! Excellent
Price! call 320-492-1230

“09-10” 6/1/09 HOUSES, APTS.
lofts, townhomes. 1-6 blocks
SCSU library mpmproperties.net
251-1925
ONE, TWO AND THREE
Bedroom apts, close SCSU,
also studios, large rooms,
decks, call 320-251-8284
HOUSES FOR RENT 2009
School year. 2,3,6,7,8,9
bedroom houses. Newly
Remodeled. Washers, Dryers,
New Carpet, close to campus.
Pet O.K., Huge Bedrooms,
Free Parking. $250-$310/
person. call 320-980-2769
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS. 3
and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
1,2,3&4 BR. APTS. 1-6
blocks library heat,parking,
W/S/T included. owner
operated. mpmproperties.net
251-1925
LARGE 2 BDRM IN 4-PLEX
by Halenbeck hall
call 291-7002
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH
Ave! 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
Parking. E.P.M. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
3 & 4 BDRM APTS FOR
rent website
www.ivyapartments.com Free
Cable, call 320-259-9673 today
SERENITY APARTMENTS
Very close to campus. Heat
paid. 240-0679 282-5580
www.serenityhousing.com
ROOMMATES NEEDED
$250 mo./ close to scsu/ on
bus and campus clipper line
320-260-3448

2 BDR APTS 10 $ 12 MONTH
leases Heat included A/C-D/W
securing 493-9549
1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Spacious 2 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, Laundry,
Parking close to SCSU. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005.
www.excelpropmgmt.com
BENTONWOOD NOW, 6/1,
8/1 1br. &2br. SE location.
$410+Heat Parking W/S/T
incl. on clipper busline
mpmproperties.net 251-1925
2 BR AVAILABLE NOW
Heat/Water/Garbage/
basic Cable included.
www.nomgmt.com/
mp 320-260-3448
TWO BEDROOM APTS,
Large rooms university, Pkg,
Heat, call 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
NOW RENTING FOR
Summer ‘09 and Fall ‘09 4 & 6
BDRM houses avail call 320237-7570
EASTBANK APARTMENTS.
2,3,4 bedroom units.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434
4 BR APTS WITHIN WALKING
of campus 10 or 12 month
leases call 320-420-1154
OLYMPIC II -525 13TH
Street 3 or 4 bedroomsbeg. at $245 10 or 12
mo leases 651-361-0803
WWW.SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

1 BEDS = 445/ MONTH
2 Beds = 600/ month
3 Beds = 840/ month
320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM
Rouse Rent! Close to Campus.
2 Bathrooms, Porch, Deck,
Garage, New Ceramic
Tile. Extreamly Clean call
320-492-1230
2 &3 BDR APTS 1/2
blk from library Heat
included security 493-9549
4 BDR APTS 2 FULL BATHS
A/C, D/W security $250-$270
per month 493-9549
2 BEDROOM APT IN HOUSE
by SCSU. avail now and
1-1-09 call 320 251 4605
MVII TWO AND THREE
Bedroom, Large Rooms,
Decks, Heat paid, close SCSU,
reasonable, call 320-251-8284
“THE CASTLE” 6/1/09
1,2,3&4br. apts. Heat, Parking,
W/S/T incl. 251-1925
HOUSES FOR RENT AVAIL
6/1/09 selectprop.com
320-253-1154
4 BED APTS STARTING AT
$220/ month Heat Water
Cable Garbage all included!
320-229-1919
STUDIO APTS. 400+
square feet. Heat paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking. 2
blocks ro campus. Avail.
6/1/09. Excel Prop. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
HOUSES 6/1/09 HEAT,
Parking, W/S/T included. 22
location. 1-6 blocks, SCSU
library. mpmproperties.net
3br-10br’s.
Dan/Nicole 251-1925
HOUSES
Located on 6th avenue, Nice
and clean, 5 to 9 bedrooms,
240-0679 282-5580 www.
serenityhousing.com
3,4 OR 5 BDR APTS A/C-D/W
security 2 fullo baths heat
included 493-9549
4 BED HOUSES 225/ MONTH
Water. Sewer Garbage paid!
Remodeled! 320-229-1919

2 BEDROOM APT. FREE
off street Parking, Clean Large
rooms Laundry and AC, Near
Hockey Center. Heat Water
Paid available 6/1 685-8181
STUDIOS, ONE TWO AND
Three bedroom apts, close
SCSU 320-251-8284 www.
riversidepropertymgmt.com
NOW RENTING
for 2009-2010 school year
www.nomgmt.com/se
320-654-8300
7 BD HOUSE!! CLOSEST
house to campus! 300 per
room, June 1st. Jim 241-2667
4 BR APTS WITH 2
Full Baths avail 6/1/09 $230
per month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
HOUSES,HOUSES,HOUSES
22 available Heat &
Parking W/S/T included
mpmproperties.net
STUDENT HOUSEING
mpmproperties.net
LARGE 3 BDRMtownhomes by Halenbeck hall
call Rick 291-7002
HALENBECK APARTMENTS.
4 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms.
tkmeyerproperties.com
259-9434
6 BDRM HOUSE AND 1
bdrm apt. in house both across
street from campus
320-761-1514
www.stcloudstaterentals.com
4-BD HOUSE!! $300 PER RM
close to campus call Jim
241-2667
EFF 1-4 BEDROOM APTS
Houses Hardwood Floors
Central AC 980.1661 Rick
APTS. NEAR DWNTWN &
Campus “Quiet” Bldgs. Jan.
thru Mar. 320-253-4681
ROOMS FOR RENT $230 PER
month selectprop.com
320-253-1154
“09-10” STUDENT HOUSING
mpmproperties.net

4 OR 5 BDR APTS 1 BLK
from campus 2 Full Baths
A/C, D/W heat, paid security
10 or 12 month 493-9549
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM
1&2BR. APTS, SINGLE
rooms available now 2/1
&3/1 Nicole 251-1925
momproperties.net
WESTVIEW APTS. ON 7TH
Ave. 4 bedroom apts.,
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, Parking
E.P.M 251-6005 www.
excelpropmgmt.com
FEBRUARY & MARCH
2 br apts. $525-$540 includes
Heat, Water, Garbase,
Basic Cable and Parking
www.nomgmt.com/
fv 320-654-8300
LARGE 4 BDRM 2 BATH
apts starting at $235. close to
campus 320-761-1514 www.
stcloudstaterentals.com
4 BDRM HOUSE, 2 BATH, 2
stall garage, near downtown,
$1150/mo, avail June 1st
www.quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
WWW.MPMPROPERTIES.NET
2br. apts. across hockey
center. $310-$330. Parking
W/S/T. included Dan/Nicole
251-1925
2 BEDROOMS! 2 BEDROOMS!
2 bedrooms! Huge rooms.
$285/Month. Newly remodeled.
Halenbeck. Call 320-980-2769
2 OR 4 BDR APT IN
house 1/2 blk from library
heat included 493-9549
STATESIDE APTS. SPACIOUS
4 Bedroom apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. Close,
Quiet. E.P.M. 251-6005
www.excelpropmgmt.com
ONE ROOM EFFICIENCIES
Heat and Electric included.
clean, quiet. 259-9434
2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
campus A/C D/W security 10
or 12 months 493-9549

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS BY
hocky center call
Rick 291-7002
3 0R 4 BDR APTS 2 FULL
baths Heat included, $250270per month security 2 blks
from library 493-9549
2, 3, 4 & 5 BDR APTS
various locations 10 or 12 month
leases 493-9549
ONE TWO THREE BEDROOM
available June 1 2009 school
year includes off street parking
320-250-1393
WWW.STCLOUDRENTAL.COM

ATTENTION
NINTENTDO Wii
4 Remotes, accessories,
6 games, 12 downloaded
classics- $400 obo
Call 320-333-5934
FATBOYS SANDWICHES
$1.00 off any sub
located in bookstore
by Halenbeck
FREE BUS TO WESTWOOD
Church every Sunday
Leave from Atwood 10am
Return 12:15 ? 230-6700
or westwoodstcloud.org

EMPLOYMENT
2009 EXPANSION! $15.00
Base/appt. no experience
necessary, flexible schedules
customer sales/service, conditions exsit, all ages 18+, call
VMC 203-9981
www.4parttime.com
TEACHERS/ TUTORS NEEDED
for children grades k-12. Flexible
evenings or weekends in the
childs home. We match tutors
with students based on thier
needs and your qualifications.
email marlenemiller@clubztutoring.com or call 320-267-4565
$13-$17/hr
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Corbin
Continued from Page 12
they want to react like that.
“The key to the satisfaction
there is when you can just get
an entire crowd to hate you,“
Corbin said.
Often times, after shows,
wrestlers have a chance to interact with fans. At this time
Corbin drops his heel persona
and genuinely converses with
the fans.
“One of the best compliments was when someone said,
‘Oh you’re so polite. I can’t believe you play that character.’”

“Look, my chest is
bleeding!”
Wrestling is not fake. Nor is
it scripted. More often than not,
the violence is real.
“A lot of people think it’s
staged and scripted. But I’ve
wrestled guys from Japan,
China, Mexico - guys from all
over,” Corbin explained. “And
the guy from Japan spoke no
English except for the word
‘slap.’ And when he slapped, he
was all about it.”
More often these notions
come from fans who have never
seen a live show.
“I’m amazed at all the different attitudes toward wrestling.
A lot of them think it’s fake, but
then they come to a show and
think, “Wow, you guys lay it

in there, you really hit,” Corbin
said. “And then they’ll ask me,
‘Did it hurt when you got hit in
the chest?’ And I’m like, ‘Yeah,
look, my chest is bleeding –
chops hurt,’” Corbin exclaimed.
Corbin cannot deny, however, that he was once a skeptic.
“The biggest surprise I had
when I trained was how real it
was,” Corbin said.
While wrestlers are trained
to protect and trust one another
in the ring, injuries do happen.
The acrobats and controlled violence increase the chances for
mistakes and accidents.
“Last September I blew out
my knee: I had a severe contusion, tore a plantaris muscle and
strained my hamstring,” Corbin
said.

“You can’t be taught
his charisma.”
On Jan. 16, Corbin wrestled
veteran Lenny Lane at the St.
Cloud National Guard Armory
for the debut of the new St.
Cloud-based promotion, ECHO
Pro wrestling. It was Corbin’s
303rd wrestling match of his
young career and a homecoming of sorts.
College friends of Corbin
cheered him on and orchestrated a collective crowd chant that
echoed his name.

Witt
Continued from Page 14
It is a difference Taylor and
the coaches have accepted.
“We are different. We can
both shoot the ball, but he is
a better shooter than me. I am
better at attacking the basket.
Coach knows that we are two
different types of players and
he has told me that shooting is
not my number one objective,”
Witt said.
An example of the differences came two weeks ago against
Minnesota State- Mankato.
With 2:04 seconds remaining in a one-point game, the
6-2 Witt drove to the lane and
slammed the ball into the basket
right in the face on Mankato’s

6-11 center Travis Nelson. The
timing of the play excited fans,
coaches and Witt. Witt was assessed a technical after an exchange of words with Nelson.
Witt is quick to turndown
any second thoughts about what
might have happened had he
missed the dunk.
“It was such a momentum
changer. It never crossed my
mind to let up,” Witt said. “I figured I would have got fouled if I
missed the dunk.”
Schlagel was particularly
impressed with the play.
“He had a dunk earlier in
the year against Metro State,”
he said. “But this one was one

Sports
Lane was impressed with
Corbin’s skills and the reaction
he received from the 200-plus
fans.
“He’s very good,” Lane
said. “He reminds me a lot of
the guys I’ve faced in Japan he’s smaller but works really
well.”
Corbin jeered to the fans and
after the match, which Corbin
won to an explosive cheer of the
crowd, fans flocked to him as he
made his way back to the locker
room.
“You can’t be taught his
charisma. Either you have it or
you don’t,” Lane said.
Corbin slightly tweaked
the knee he had badly hurt in
September. The radiating pain
was a reminder that there are no
guarantees of longevity in the
wrestling business.
Despite the risk for new
injury and further worsening
preexisting injuries, Corbin said
this is what he is committing to
do because it is his dream and
he is having fun doing it.
“If you’re not having fun
doing this, there’s no point in
banging up your body and being bitter,” Corbin said.
Regardless of what others
may think of pro wrestling as a
career choice, Corbin remains
optimistic about his current
path.
“I’m probably not going to
be a millionaire,” Corbin admitted. “But to say that I made a
comfortable amount of money
and I got to do my dream for 10
or 15 years, I would be able to
look back on that and say, ‘You
know what? I don’t have any
regrets.’”

of those special plays. The timing it came at and it was over
their post player.”
The video is available on
YouTube and made Witt the talk
of campus for a while, something Witt has enjoyed.
“It has been a lot of fun. It is
probably only going to happen
once in my lifetime so I am going to soak it all in,” he said.
The athletic play and dunking ability of players like Witt,
Brett Carmichael, Andrew
Bernstetter and Theo Rothstein
figures to be an even bigger factor the rest of the season after
injuries to big men Ross Winnekins and Matt Schneck.
Witt said he thinks that is a
good thing for the Huskies.
“We are shifting gears a
little with those guys out,” he
said. “I think it will benefit us
while other teams have to match
up to us.”

PAGE 11

Hockey
Continued from Page 14
They aren’t the team:
They are too young. SCSU
has 17 underclassmen that
might not be ready for the
tough stretch.
They are the team: Coach
Bob Motzko has a track record of getting the best out of
his players and has made the
NCAA Tournament in two of
his three seasons as coach,
missing his first season by
one win.
“I just think he’s a great
recruiter that can get the job
done,” Zabkowicz said. “I
think we will win a national
championship with him.”
They aren’t the team:
They may need to win the
WCHA Final Five to get in
and they’ve lost their last four
games played at the Xcel Energy Center.
They are the team: They
were in a worse situation last
season at this point and rallied to make the tournament
with an 8-2-2 record to close
out the season, securing a
spot in the NCAA Tournament.
“We are going to work

hard,” Motzko said. “Hopefully we can get something
done in the second half.”
They aren’t the team:
They don’t have a lot of topheavy wins, so their RPI percentage that determines the
tournament at-large bids will
suffer.
They are the team: They
play the bottom three WCHA
teams in six of their final 10
games. They also host the
Sioux this weekend and travel to face Denver, a team they
swept earlier in the season.
North Dakota could be
the ultimate test in a crucial
game. They’re on an 11-2-2
run and averaging 4.6 goals a
game during that span.
Goalie Brad Eidness has
put a firm grip on the Sioux’s
goalie job and is allowing
just 2.5 goals per game.
Whatever they are, there
should be an indication this
weekend. Time is running out
and the Huskies needs wins
and some help to get back to
the NCAA tournament for
the third straight year.

Wrestling
Continued from Page 14
“I need to stay focused,”
Merritt said.
That will be the key as the
conference matches loom in
his future.
The Huskies have a large
team this season practicing 45
members.
“It has been a delightful challenge,” Costanzo said
about coaching such a large
team.
However, he is used to
coaching teams of this size.
Costanzo added, “It is good for
the sport, good for the kids.”
The team is also a young
one, only wrestling with four
seniors. This leaves the future
bright for the squad.
“There is a lot of poten-

tial,” Costanzo said. “We need
to get better.”
Costanzo urges that the
wrestlers need to stay committed in the offseason as well as
during the season.
“Staying focused and disciplined for six months is difficult,” Merritt said.
He also admits that there is
a certain pride that comes with
being a Husky.
“It’s a good program and is
going to be successful,” Merrit
said.
Merritt and the Huskies
hope to continue their success
in the nearing weeks as the
heat of the conference season
is now upon them.

Sports
Scoreboard
NCAA Men’s Basketball
AP Top 25
1. Duke
2. Connecticut
3. Pittsburgh
4. Oklahoma		
5. North Carolina		
6. Wake Forest		
7. Louisville		
8. Marquette		
9. Michigan State		
10. Xavier		
11. Texas		
12. Clemson		
13. Butler		
14. Arizona State		
15. Syracuse		
16. Purdue		
17. UCLA		
18. Memphis		
19. Illinois		
20. Gonzaga
21. Villanova
22. Saint Mary’s
23. Washington
24. Kentucky
25. Georgetown

NBA Standings

Western Conference
Southwest
San Antonio
New Orleans
Houston
Dallas
Memphis

W
30
27
28
25
11

L
14
14
18
19
33

PCT GB
.682 .659 1.5
.609 3
.568 5
.250 19

Northwest
Denver
Portland
Utah
Minnesota
Oklahoma City

30
27
25
16
10

15
17
21
27
35

.667 .614 2.5
.543 5.5
.372 13
.222 20

Pacific
LA Lakers
Phoenix
Golden State
LA Clippers
Sacramento

35
25
14
10
10

9
18
31
34
36

.795 .581 9.5
.311 21.5
.227 25
.217 26

Eastern Conference
Atlantic
Boston
Philadelphia
New Jersey
New York
Toronto

W
37
21
20
19
18

L
9
22
25
25
28

PCT GB
.804 .488 14.5
.444 16.5
.432 17
.391 19

Central
Cleveland
Detroit
Milwaukee
Chicago
Indiana

35
24
22
18
17

8
19
26
27
28

.814 .558 11
.458 15.5
.400 18
.378 19

Southeast
Orlando
Atlanta
Miami
Charlotte
Washington

34
26
24
19
9

10
18
19
26
35

.773 .591 8
.558 9.5
.422 15.5
.205 25

Sports
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Scrolling along....

..

During his time at SCSU Darin Corbin began training
to be a professional wrestler. Today he is just rolling
with the punches. Literally.

D

arin Corbin limped toward a set of double doors. Wincing in pain, one of his hands clutched his left knee while the other
cradled around his neck. His chest was beet red and he gasped for air.
Corbin looked as though he had taken the beating of a life by a man twice his size; and in a way he had.
His dodder brought him through the propped open doors where his wince slightly gave way to a painful grin. His knee,
blown out just months before, is a legitimate concern.
The rest? That is just part of living the dream.
By Joey LeMay - Managing Editor

who had obtained HGH and a variety of steroids.
A quick look at Corbin and one could safely say he would not
be under suspicion for steroids.
“You never hear about independent wrestling, where guys who
are in good shape, but smaller, can do this,” Corbin explained. “I
was probably 160 pounds at the time so everybody was saying,
’You have to get bigger,’ because you see these guys on WWE who
are 6’6” and jacked up.”
Corbin has come to terms with these realities. His trainer, Arik
Cannon, was said to possess WWE skill, but lacked the size and
look to make it into the company.
That is the battle of the business. Oftentimes wrestlers are released not because of their lack of skill, but because their look does
not go over with the fans.
“There are guys my size who are great wrestlers, have phenomenal charisma,” Corbin said. “And they’ll never be on TV because
they don’t look like an action figure.”

“I would wrestle the invisible man.”
Corbin’s fascination in the world of professional wrestling came
during a time when most kids are learning how to write their name.
Growing up in Detroit Lakes, his family relocated within the city to
a new home when he was young.
“I was 4 and we had just moved into a new place,” Corbin said.
“The only thing we had set up was the TV and a chair. My mom
would just turn on wrestling because her grandpa used to be really
into it.“
Growing up in a family of wrestling fans meant the more Corbin
watched, the more he wanted to act on what he was seeing.
“The first match I ever saw was Million Dollar Man [Ted DiBiase] and the Ultimate Warrior,” Corbin recalled. “I remember being
hooked right away.“
From that point, Corbin began to imitate what he was seeing
his favorite wrestlers do. While his audience could not fill Madison
Square Garden, he had one fan in his grandma.
“My grandma was a really big influence because when I was 5,
I would wrestle the invisible man in the living room and she would
watch as I beat him up.”
Corbin’s new found hobby led him to amateur wrestling. The
more technical form of grappling, lack of flashy moves and privation of entrance music was not what he was anticipating.
“I joined regular wrestling in first grade and one of the first
things the coach said was that there was no top rope so I couldn’t do
anything like Randy Savage,” Corbin said. “So I thought, ‘Well this
is a little disappointing.’”
Corbin stuck around long enough to realize it wasn’t the kind of
wrestling he was hoping for. But all was not a loss when he had his
first and only amateur match.
“I had one match with who is now my best friend and tag partner, Ryan Cruz. After that we started talking and found out that we
both liked professional wrestling, so we quit,” Corbin said.
The bond between Corbin and Cruz led the two to enroll at
SCSU. Corbin graduated in the spring of 2008 with a degree in
film, although he ventured into many areas of study.
“I have film, TV production and communications all tacked into
my degree.”
Corbin was also involved on campus. It was his involvement
in a fraternity that actually gave him break into the wrestling business.
“I was in the fraternity Delta Sigma. “[Ryan and I] had all these
backyard wrestling tapes and I was showing the guys and one of
them had mentioned they did a business profile on a place called
MPW (Minnesota Pro Wrestling) that trains pro wrestlers,” Corbin
said.
After doing some research online, Corbin ventured to Mankato
and committed himself to his goal. “I went down and started training during the spring semester of my freshman year and have been
doing it ever since,” he said.
School never went unnoticed, however. Wrestling fit into his
hectic schedule, but just barely.

“Oh my god, you have 10 seconds.”
After months of training, Corbin began traveling to shows
around the country. Balancing his life of wrestling and getting a
degree kept Corbin going.
“I was really busy. I was doing school, working and wrestling
on the weekends,” Corbin said. “I don’t do a lot in Minnesota. I’m
usually in Chicago or Philly. For a while I think we were in Philly
for half the year.”
Corbin travels with Cruz, who began training for pro wrestling
in college as well. The parallel lifestyles of the two have strengthened their bond.
“It’s great being on the road with him. I don’t think I could stand
being on the road with anyone else,” Cruz said.
But what was once unconditional support from his family as a
youth toward wrestling turned into apprehension. Concern about
the product pro wrestling was turning out and the direction of the

“No one was doing the dorky character.”

Joey lemay/staff photographer

Darin Corbin calmed his nerves with some deep
breaths before his match on Jan. 16.
sport left those close to Corbin uneasy.
“At the time I started training, my mom was really skeptical
because that was when WWE (World Wrestling Entertainment) was
doing man-on-woman violence, stuff for more of the 18-plus atmosphere,” Corbin said.
Corbin reassured his mom that what he was doing was not what
mainstream wrestling was presenting to its audience.
He said that companies like WWE and Total Nonstop Action
Wrestling (TNA) are, “TV shows with wrestling attached.”
“She came in an indy show and saw how different it was so she
became very supportive,” Corbin said.
Indy shows are where Corbin is attempting to make a name for
himself. He has accumulated over 300 matches in his career and
feels comfortable with his character and ring presence. This has not
always been the case, as Corbin pointed out when watching videos
of his early matches.
“I was standing up at the entrance way and my music hit and I
was like, ‘Oh my god, you only have 10 seconds before you have to
go through that curtain.’ Watching it now I see how tense and timid
I was,” Corbin said. “I thought to myself, ‘There’s no backing out
now.’”

“I’m not 6’6” and jacked up.”
On March 19, 2007 “Sports Illustrated” continued a series of
investigations of Human Growth Hormone (HGH) in professional
sports. The article named several professional wrestlers in the WWE

“I’m a huge dork,” Corbin admitted.
This applies both to both in the ring and out of the ring actions.
Perhaps as a precursor to Corbin’s attitude, his character development goes against the grain of what you see in wrestling today.
“I noticed when I was coming out that a lot of the guys were
looking to be the badass, be intimidating,” Corbin said. “No one
was doing the dorky character.”
And there is no more authentic way to play a character than to
play yourself. Corbin wears an LED scrolling belt ring on which he
displays different messages during his entrances.
“It’s kind of my trademark,” Corbin said with a laugh. “I was
with a friend at Mall of America and I saw those belts and he was
like, ‘Dude, you could have so much fun with that.’”
So Corbin purchased the belt and had the phrase “I Hate You
All” scroll across it for fans to see during the belt’s debut. The
character Corbin plays loved the belt, which meant Corbin himself
loved it too.
“My character is a pretty good extension of me. The more comfortable I become, the more I’m willing to make an ass out of myself and look like the biggest idiot in the ring,” Corbin said.
The ovation Corbin receives depends on how he is perceived.
The battle of good vs. evil is one of the foundations of pro wrestling.
There are times when Corbin plays the popular face (good guy), and
there are times when he is the hated heel (bad guy). Paradoxically,
he can still be the same character for both.
“As a good guy I can kind of get away with it [my actions]
because it comes off as mischievous and humorous,” Corbin explained.
“But as a heel, I can say the things you go through life knowing
you shouldn’t say. There are times when you see someone and you
say, ‘Man, I wish I could tell that person off.’ I get to take that to
the ring.”
And Corbin will tell you that it is easier playing the guy who
wants to tell you off.
“It’s easier being a heel,” Corbin said. “For some reason, when
I enter the ring, I just strike you as cocky, arrogant and all of my
movements, all of my motions, people just look at me and know
there is something they don’t like.”
His mastery of offensiveness and traits of a heel can get under
the skin of fans that are absorbed in the show. While there are a
wide variety of fans, some appreciate the entertainment he provides,
while others want to hit him harder than his opponent will.
“I love diehard fans that go to shows; kids are great,” Corbin
said. “Drunk people can be great, but sometimes they get a little too
in to it. I’ve had to literally dodge out of the way of punches and
swings from people in the crowd. Some fans will never cease to
amaze me, whether it’s good or bad.”
But, in a way that’s exactly what Corbin wants. While he would
like to avoid a haymaker from a fan, he knows he is doing his job if
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Lumberjacks thrive in local obscurity
Jake Laxen
Staff Writer
It’s just minutes before game time and the
atmosphere in the Municipal Athletic Complex
locker room is intensifying. The Granite City
Lumberjacks assemble around team captain Fred
Bidinger as Kid Rock’s “Bawitdaba” crescendos
out of the stereo.
“1-2-3 ‘jacks,” the team yells in unison.
They make their way toward the rink in single
file. They know there isn’t going to be a lot of
fan fare and that the local media largely ignores
them.
But it doesn’t matter a lick to them.
“I can’t complain – I’m still playing hockey,”
Bidinger said as Tier 3 junior players rarely earn
a spot on college teams. “It’s still fun. I’m just
going to enjoy what we got right now.”
And while they have been largely ignored by
their own community, the Lumberjacks are representing St. Cloud with the season of a lifetime.
Granite City is 32-2-0-2 on the season and on
a current 15-game winning streak. They sit atop
the Minnesota Junior Hockey League (MJHL)
with 66 points.
“The hockey we are playing right now is fun
and the best I’ve ever been a part of,” Bidinger
said. “Everyone is on the same page and everyone
has the same goals. Its something real special.”
The Lumberjacks are hoping to win the regular season outright to earn a ticket to the March
25-29 Juniors Tier 3 National Tournament in
Marlborough, Mass.
“That’s our real goal,” forward Corey Grandner said. “We really want to get there and we’ve
been working hard to get there. But we want
to not just make it but make something happen
there.”
With their video game-like start you would
think they would have things close to wrapped up
by now. That’s certainly not the case, though, in
the top-heavy MJHL.
The Lumberjacks control their own destiny
but the Rochester-based Minnesota Ice Hawks
are waiting to jump on any slip up with a 31-60-0 record (64 points). They play head-to-head
twice more this season.
“It’s easy to get up and come to practice this
time of year,” goalie Justin Lochner said. “It’s all
in our hands and if we do what we are supposed
to, we’ll have a free trip to Boston.”
If they do relinquish their lead of the regular
season MJHL title they can still get into the national tournament by winning the MJHL conference tournament in February. But that’s not the
way Granite City wants to get in.
They want to get “Emma to Boston” by win-

Photo courtesy of lumberjackshockey.com

Forward Shane Doerfler battled for the puck for the Lumberjacks during a game
in early January. The Lumberjacks are 32-2-0-2 this season.
ning the conference outright.
Emma, of course, is the blow up doll effigy
with a Boston Bruins shirt that hangs in the corner of the Lumberjacks locker room.
“It was started by our owner,” Lochner said.
“He brought her in here and said ‘take her to Boston’. So it’s become our motivation.”
Lochner, a Sauk Rapids native, is a big reason
why they can do it. He’s the top netminder in the
MJHL with a 18-2-1 record and a 2.21 goals allowed average on the season.
“He’s been our main horse all season long,”
head coach Brent Boerger said. “We are just going to ride him as far as we can.”
They’ve been through adversity.
Cale Finseth was abruptly fired as head coach
in September despite an undefeated start. Lumberjacks management told the St. Cloud Times
that it was a “team matter”.
Team president John Hall then called Boerger, a friend and former St. Cloud Cathedral High
School coach. Boerger said that he will step down
after this season.
Granite City also is built on strong chemistry.
“We are all real close,” forward Ryan Gauthier said. “I think that’s a big reason why we have
done so well. We just get along real good.”

Their chemistry taking affect in the locker
room could be seen in their Martin Luther King
Jr. Day 6-4 home victory over the Hudson Crusaders.
The Lumberjacks arrived to the MAC by 1
p.m., two hours before their special holiday 3
p.m. matinee start.
There is an immediate energy felt in the locker room. They start to assemble their gear, and
check and converse on their stats that are posted
on the wall.
“Wow I’m plus-17,” right-winger Matt Johnson says to his nearby teammates.
Boerger then starts to pull a few individuals
out to discuss deactivations, dress codes, curfews
and goes over various other team rules. The assistant coaches help players sharpen skates and
tape their sticks.
Boerger then ascends into the locker room
where Led Zeppelin’s “Kashmir” is blasting
loud.
“Turn that down,” Boerger yells sternly.
Suddenly the locker room resembles a classroom. Boerger asks the players to set three goals
for the game while he writes them on the white
board.
Right winger Robert Thompson: “We need to
be physical and finish our checks.”

Forward Kent Kirby: “We got to put a lot of
shots on net. Just shoot.” And the team comes up
with a 40-shot on goal estimate.
Johnson concludes the third point with: “Play
all three periods. Don’t let up.”
The team then goes into the hallway and begins stretching. They return and Boerger leads
the players through a relaxation period.
Boerger then walks out saying: “See you on
the ice.”
The mood and volume of the locker room rises. An inspirational pep talk blasts from the stereo
and various players yell motivational phrases.
They skate on out to the ice, stopping only to
high-five the kids waiting by the entrance. The
starters are introduced and they stand for the national anthem.
Granite City grabs a 4-1 lead despite less than
crisp play.
They come back to the locker room with great
energy. Boerger asks the team what they need to
improve upon in the second period.
Thompson said: “Let’s hit harder and score
more. We are leaving a lot of chances.”
Tyler Sura added: “It’s too early. We should
be sleeping.”
Lochner later comes in from the hallway and
said: “We got away with a few. They had too
many screens.”
They head back out to the ice but the flatness
of playing a day game reprises. But they end the
period up 5-2.
The locker room is visibly more mellow and
the team seems worn down.
“It seems like it is taking forever out there,”
Grandner said.
The assistant coaches give their scouting reports of the game and offer suggestions for the
final period.
Boerger then concludes by saying: “Let’s go
out and have a good period, and bust our ass and
have some fun.”
They nearly relinquish the lead but come
away with a 6-4 win. The mood heightens back in
the locker room as the Lumberjacks pick up yet
another win, despite not playing their best game.
Boerger crosses out 13 on the magic number
sign and puts up a 12.
“Look at that coach,” Zach Borowski said.
“Big magic number 12.”
The team then debates over who is player of
the game. Monty French wins the argument and
is given the plastic Lumberjacks hard hat that is
passed around after each game.
As they take off their gear and get ready to
leave, smiles fill their faces. They’re playing
hockey in a magical season and they’ll take their
dream as far as it can go.
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Sports
Scoreboard

Point/Counterpoint
Who takes home the Lombardi
Trophy at Super Bowl XLIII?

Wrestling
NSIC Standings
Team:
Minnesota State
Augustana
MN-State Moorhead
Southwest MN State
Upper Iowa
St. Cloud State
Northern State
Mary

NSIC
WL
3 0		
2 1		
2 2		
1 1		
0 0		
0 0		
0 1		
0 3		

Overall
W L
7 3
6 4
6 6
2 3
7 3
3 3
3 3
2 6

Scoreboard
Meets Friday
Northern State at St. Cloud State
Southwest MN State at Minnesota State
Meets Saturday
Mary at Upper Iowa
Meets Sunday
Mary at St. Cloud State
Augsburg College at MN State-Moorhead
Upper Iowa at Augustana

Men’s Hockey
WCHA Standings
Team:
Denver
North Dakota
Wisconsin
Minnesota
Colorado College
Minnesota Duluth
St. Cloud State
Minnesota State
Alaska-Anchorage
Michigan Tech

Scoreboard

WCHA
W L T		
11 5 2		
10 5 3		
10 6 2		
9 4 3		
9 8 3		
7 6 5		
8 9 1		
7 11 2		
5 9 4		
1 14 5		

Games Friday
North Dakota at St. Cloud State
Minnesota Duluth at Wisconsin
Alaska-Anchorage at Denver
Minnesota at Minnesota State
Games Saturday
North Dakota at St. Cloud State
Minnesota Duluth at Wisconsin
Alaska-Anchorage at Denver
Minnesota State at Minnesota

Overall
WLT
15 7 3
15 10 3
13 10 3
12 5 5
13 9 6
13 7 6
13 11 2
11 13 3
8 10 4
5 18 5
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Joe Brown and Tyler Ohmann
The story behind the Arizona Cardinals is a sports journalist’s dream:
a perennial disappointment, who, led
by a wily veteran quarterback and an
emerging all-world playmaker become the most unlikely Super Bowl
contender of the decade.
Well, fiction can be fun, but I find
facts a little more enlightening. And
the fact is, Pittsburgh is going to beat
Arizona – badly.
Yes, the Cardinals come into the
biggest game in their meager existence as the hotter team; scoring over
30 points a game in their last four contest.
But while the Cards are as hot as
the baking Arizona sun, they’ve also
been as cold as St. Cloud.
From Nov. 23 through Dec. 21 –
a five-game stretch where the Cardinals went 1-4 – their defense gave up
over 35 points per game. One of those
games included a 35-14
drumming against the
Minnesota Vikings.
Despite the insistent
assumption by Vikings
coach Brad Childress
that his offense was “kick
ass,” let alone mediocre,
Minnesota’s offense was
never built to score 35
points.
As good as the Cardinals’ offense was this past season,
they have to score a lot because their
defense was giving up just as much.
At the end of the regular season, Arizona’s offense racked up 427 total
points. Their defense, 426.
With the praise currently going
around for Cardinals secondary players like Adrian Wilson, Antrel Rolle
and Dominique Rodgers-Cromartie,
their pass defense was one of the worst
in football, giving up over 221 yards a
game in the air (22nd in the NFL) and
a league-worst 36 touchdown passes
against.
The Steelers, known historically
as a grind-it-out power running team,
have become more pass-oriented, incorporating the spread offense under
head coach Mike Tomlin.
And with a pass defense this bad,
Tomlin and offensive coordinator
Bruce Arians should show no hesitation in letting Ben Roethlisberger air
it out.
Roethlisberger, a Pro Bowler and
a Super Bowl-winning quarterback, is
more than ready to exploit the Cardi-

nals defense. Why? Because the Cards
are not going to get to him.
The Steelers offensive line has
been a sieve all season, allowing “Big
Ben” to be sacked 46 times. But the
Cardinals are hardly pass rushing specialists, with 31 sacks. When Roethlisberger’s O-line gives up less than
five sacks, the Steelers are 11-1 this
season.
But the Pittsburgh offense will not
be the difference in the game. That
distinction will go to the “Steel Curtain” defense.
Cardinals’ quarterback Kurt Warner has been one of the best quarterbacks of the last 10 years, when he is
untouched.
As his playing history shows, if
put pressure on Warner, he is as susceptible to fumbles, interceptions
and other miscues as Tarvaris Jackson. And that plays into Pittsburgh’s
strength.
Led by defensive coordinator Dick LeBeau’s
zone blitzing 3-4 defense,
the Steelers had the second-most sacks (51) in the
league en route to being
the No. 1-rated defense
in the NFL. Linebackers James Farrior, Larry
Foote, LaMaar Woodley
and NFL Defensive Player of the Year James Harrison will turn
Warner into a quivering mess.
When the passing game starts to
fail, what are the Cardinals going to
do- run the ball? Arizona already enters the game as the worst running
team in the NFL, averaging less than
74 yards a game. With the Steelers’
front-seven, the Cards will be lucky to
rush over 50 yards.
Then, there is Troy Polamalu- the
best ball-hawking safety in the NFL.
If Warner plans on throwing jumpballs to Larry Fitzgerald like in the
Philadelphia game, Polamalu isn’t going to trip over his own feet like Eagles’ defensive back Quentin DempsPolamalu will make Fitzgerald hit the
floor faster than Ted Kennedy at lunch
time.
The Cardinals are the perfect team
for any starry-eyed dreamers and
bandwagon fans.
But this is reality. The Arizona
Cardinals’ dream season will be over
and the Steelers will be the first sixtime Super Bowl champion come
Sunday.

There is an old adage in football
that “defense wins championships.” I
have never bought into that, and Super Bowl XLIII is no exception.
The game pits one of the best offenses in the league, the Arizona Cardinals against the best defense in the
league, the Pittsburgh Steelers.
However, the match up that is
more interesting for me is the Arizona defense against the Steelers
offense, and that is the one that will
determine the outcome.
In one corner, wearing red and
white, is the Arizona Cardinals defense.
It is by no means dominating or
daunting. However it has held its
own, especially in crunch time. The
Arizona defense was ranked 16th in
the NFL against the run 22nd against
the pass and 19th in total yards. The Cardinal
defense is led by Karlos
Dansby, an all-over beast
on the field at middle
linebacker. He had four
sacks, two picks and 119
tackles in the regular season, according to NFL.
com
In the other corner,
wearing black and gold, is the Pittsburgh Steelers offense.
This offense has been the most
inconsistent part of the Steelers team
this season. They are led by Ben
Roethlisberger, an erratic and oftinjured quarterback, who I believe, is
the most overrated player at his position to date.
Sure, he won a Super Bowl, but
that game was three years ago. This
season, Roethlisberger has thrown
almost as many interceptions (15) as
touchdowns (17) and the Steelers are
ranked 17th in passing and 22nd in
total offense.
Another big downside for the
Steelers offense is their poor running
game. A banged up Willie Parkerwho can’t seem to stay healthy- will
start at running back where he is averaging less than four yards per carry
this postseason.
You didn’t think I actually was
going to neglect to mention the rest

of the match ups, did you?
The Steelers have the best overall
defense in the league—easily. That
being said, the cornerbacks who will
attempt to cover Fitzgerald, (I have
come to the conclusion that no matter what, he can’t be covered) are
Deshea Townshend and Ike Taylor.
I am going to interrupt this analysis to bring you a little taste of Larry
Fitzgerald.
Fitzgerald, who attended high
school at the Academy of Holy Angels in Richfield, is the centerpiece
to the Cardinals offense. And no
team, even the third-ranked Philadelphia Eagles pass defense, could
even contain him. He set a playoff
record, scoring three touchdowns in
the first half, allowing the Cardinals
to breathe easy and fend off a late Eagles charge. In total this
postseason, Fitzgerald
has amassed 419 yards
and five touchdowns,
getting at least 100 yards
and a score in each of the
three contests.
This surge is not just
confined to the playoffs
during the regular season
he had seven 100-yard
games and scored 12 touchdowns.
It is plain and simple, he cannot be
stopped.
Now I will return you to your
regularly scheduled analysis.
Townshend and Taylor are by no
means elite players. They fit in well
with the defense, but the strength
of the Steelers defense is their front
seven, led by linebacker James Harrison. Early in the game, look for the
Cardinals to go deep to Fitzgerald
and often to the outside, looking to
match up Fitzgerald on a corner.
This year, defense will not matter.
Experience will not matter (Pittsburgh has 20 Super Bowl experienced
players, the Cardinals five).
What will matter is that not only
do the Cardinals have a Hall-of-Fame
quarterback launching the ball to an
unstoppable receiving threat, but they
have the heart and determination to
win it all.
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Basketball teams hit road for doubleheaders
Staff Report

After being in the cozy
confines of Halenbeck Hall
for the past two weekends,
both the men’s and women’s
basketball teams will head
on the road for Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference
action.
On Friday at 6 p.m., the
women’s team (9-2 NSIC,
16-2 overall), led by senior captain and the NSIC’s
second-leading scorer Katie
Tacheny, will take on Wayne
State (7-4, 10-8). The Wildcats are led by Clare Duwelius, who is scoring 12.3
points per game on the season.

Then on Saturday, they
will make the trip to Sioux
Falls, S.D. to take on Augustana (8-3, 14-4) in a battle
for second place in the NSIC.
This season, the Huskies are
perfect on the road at 5-0.
The Husky men’s team
(7-4, 12-6) will have the 8
p.m. game on both nights.
Wayne State (4-7, 8-10) currently sits in 10th in the NSIC
and currently have the sixthleading scorer in the conference with Jonathon Thomas
(15 points per game).
In Saturday night’s tilt
against Augustana (7-4,
13-5), the Vikings will field
three players that are averaging double-digits, led by Eric

Krogman’s 12.9 points per
game.

Women’s hockey
Coming off a home weekend where they were swept by
the second-ranked Wisconsin Badgers, SCSU (9-10-1-1
WCHA, 12-12-2 overall) will
be on the road to face another
top-tier conference foe: the
defending national champion
Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs
(11-5-4-1, 16-6-4).
The No. 3-ranked team
in the country according to
USCHO.com, the Bulldogs
will come into the game with
WCHA player of the week Joc-

elyne Larocque. Last weekend
against then-No. 1 Minnesota,
Larocque had one goal in four
assists in a three-point weekend for UMD.
The Huskies will counter with Caitlin Hogan, who
notched a goal and assist in
the weekend series against the
Badgers. The Oakdale native
currently leads the Huskies
in scoring with 27 points (12
goals, 15 assists).

Track and field
Indoor track and field continues their season on Friday
in Northfield to participate in
the St. Olaf Invite.
Last week at the Iowa

State Open, the SCSU women’s 4x400 relay, consisting of
senior Amber Schueler (Glencoe), sophomore Kelsey King
(Lakeville), junior Amanda
Eggebrecht (St. Cloud) and
Heather Miller set a school record with a time of 3:58.24.
Kyle Neumann (Andover)
led the men’s squad into action after finishing third in the
5,000 meter at 15:06.33.

Men’s Tennis
After winning seven North
Central Conference titles in
a row, the men’s tennis team
will begin its first season in the
NSIC on Sunday with meets

against Wisconsin-Eau Claire
and Concordia at Gold’s Gym
in Sartell.
SCSU will return three
seniors from last season’s
conference-winning
team:
Wojciech Batorski, Kris Johnson and Ryan Schoenefeld.
Last year, the trio combined
for an overall record of 43-23.

Baseball

Led by second year
coach Pat Dolan, the Huskies will begin the season in
the Metrodome on Sunday
against Midland Lutheran.
Last
season
under
Dolan’s guidance, SCSU
went 27-23-1.

Merritt, Huskies
begin conference
season
Tyler Ohmann
Staff Writer

“Hard work, confidence
and leadership: those are the
qualities that make a successful wrestler,” said Huskies
head coach Steve Costanzo.
However, those attributes
have not been there every
week this season.
“We are searching for
those on a consistent basis,”
Costanzo said. “They’re not
there every week.”
This explains the 3-3 record the team has posted thus
far this year.
A bright light for this
Husky team is Tad Merritt,
who recently won the NSIC’s
wrestler of the week honors,
as he pinned Division II’s top
wrestler, Aaron Denson of
Nebraska-Omaha, this past
weekend.
He is the third Husky to
nab that distinction as Derek
Skala and John Sundgren won
the award earlier this season.
Merritt attributes his success to the coaches.
“I do what the coaches
say,” Merritt said.
Merritt, who wrestles at
165, is a redshirt freshman
from Canby. In addition to
last weekend’s success, he is

also leading the 11th ranked
Huskies in falls (14) and wins
(24).
Merritt, as well as coach
Costanzo have set the bar
high; as they both hope the
team can capture a conference
title.
“Is it a realistic goal? I believe so,” Costanzo said. “If
we wrestle to our potential
and stay injury free.”
Those conference title
hopes begin this weekend as
the Huskies host two conference duals this weekend,
against Northern State on
Friday and Mary on Sunday.
Both meets will be at Halenbeck Hall.
“I need to keep my nose to
the grindstone,” Merritt said.
“I have to practice the little
things.”
In order to bring that title
home, Costanzo said Husky
veterans need to step up.
“We have five returning
national qualifiers,” Costanzo
said. “They need to bring it
every week, consistently.”
They did that last weekend,
winning an away dual against
Wisconsin-Eau Claire.
This week will be the test
for consistency.

Lisa Saari / Staff Photographer
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Like his older brother Forrest Witt (pictured in newspaper), sophomore Taylor Witt hits the basketball
court for the Huskies. Playing 29 minutes a game, the guard leads SCSU in total points with 250 points.

All in the family

Taylor Witt looks to follow in the footsteps of his older brothers and father
Tim Stang
Asst. Sports Editor

Lisa Saari / Staff Photographer

Junior Brad Salveson (top) puts Erik Rogness in a
hold. SCSU have two meets at home this weekend
against Northern State and Mary.

Athletic ability runs in the
Witt family.
Taylor Witt, SCSU’s starting point guard followed his
older brother Forrest’s lead to
SCSU. A third brother, Zach,
was a quarterback for Minnesota-State Mankato.
Forrest is among SCSU’s
all-time leaders in games,
points scored and three-pointers made.
Zach went on to play professionally in Europe and is
among Mankato’s all-time
leaders in passing yards,
touchdowns and total offense.
Now Taylor is making his
name known on the college

level. The sophomore from
Morris is averaging 14 points,
4.8 assists and 1.4 steals a
game.
Taylor gives his brothers a
lot of credit as well as his father Jerry who coached him in
both basketball and football.
“It helped a lot having
my dad as coach,” Witt said.
“He was always my number
one role model. I also learned
from what my brothers accomplished.”
Witt came to SCSU after
a storied five-sport career at
Morris. He averaged 20 points
a game for three straight years
in basketball and also stood
out on the football field.
Taylor ranks fourth on the
Minnesota State High School

League’s record-book for
passing yards in a career with
5277 yards. In addition to
football and basketball, Witt
participated in baseball, golf
and track and field.
“Football was my number one sport until my junior
year,” Witt said. “But then I
broke my arm and didn’t get
any more college looks. I
decided to go the basketball
route.”
Once it was decided that
he would play basketball it
was an easy decision to attend
SCSU.
“I knew coach (Kevin)
Schlagel and assistant coach
(Matt) Reimer for years. They
always treated me good. Once
I knew I was going to play

basketball I knew it was going
to be St. Cloud,” Witt said.
It is a decision Schlagel
could not be happier about.
“Taylor is a very intelligent athlete. He has been a
leader since he was young,”
Schlagel said.
Schlagel said he has
coached several sets of brothers. However Taylor and Forrest might have the most differences of any to date.
“There are not a lot of
similarities there. Taylor is
a physical penetrating type
of point guard. Forrest was
more of a finesse type player
and outside shooter,” Schlagel
said.
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Hockey team looks to stop inconsistent play
Jake Laxen
Staff Writer

File Photo

After getting three points on the road against
Colorado College, the Huskies hope to keep the
momentum going against North Dakota.

The SCSU men’s hockey team has
had a lot of ups and downs in their brief
history at Division I. They’ve sent numerous players to the NHL and have
been in the NCAA tournament seven
times.
Despite their influx of talent and
newfound recruiting power, the Huskies have been unable to put together a
clutch stretch of wins and own an 0-8
all-time NCAA tournament record.
And the 2008-09 squad has been a
tough team to read. They sit on the bubble of the NCAA tournament and need
to get rolling to get in.
But questions still remain: are they
the team that can get it going at the right

Men’s hockey
time? Or are they setting up for just another heartbreak?
They can be the team: SCSU took
three of four points last weekend
against then-No. 13 ranked Colorado
College in Colorado Springs. Players
feel it’s the start of a strong end to finish the season.
“It started last Friday night we took
it to CC,” defenseman Sam Zabkowicz
said. “We just got to keep playing our
game play and tough defense in the
zone. The offense will take care of itself. We just have to keep working well
together and play hard with every shift,
work hard on every play and I think all
the pieces will fall together in our favor.”
They aren’t the team: They have

yet to win in a tough atmosphere. The
stretch part of the season is filled with
games of high intensity.
The Huskies were swept against
arch rival Minnesota in four games
and were swept in Grand Forks against
North Dakota, who they play this weekend at home.
They are the team: They have the
team chemistry that can pull together
and make a run.
“No disrespect to the other guys
through here, but this core of guys is
phenomenal,” senior Michael Olson
said. “We are so close. I wish our record
reflected that a little better but it could
really help us in the second half where
it is for men only.”
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